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few locally, including this '67 GMC long bed. I know to look for rust, but would like to know what
else to look for. The two piece driveshafts? Has the seat recovered. It's powered by a late model
non-vortec that runs great considering it's a blob of grease. Has Mallory ignition, Edelbrock
carb and intake. SM four speed, or whatever. Power drum brakes and armstrong steering. I have
yet to test drive it, but got it running today. BS'er formally known as Rebeldryver Resident
Instigator sigpic. Tags: None. I had a '67 C20 and the one thing that I had a problem with that I
would have never thought about was the trailing arms. They are two pieces of "C" channel
riveted back-to-back. Mine rusted and the two halves pushed apart. The rivets held but the rest
of the arms spread apart. One actually bent about 12" from the front mount. This was before
LMC started carrying replacements. I managed to find a set in a junkyard but eventually had a
fabricator friend make a set out of 2x3 box steel and never had another problem. The tailgate
trunions on mine rusted out too and eventually the tailgate wasn't attached well enough for me
to comfortly leave it on. Other than that cab corners, rockers, and floors. If you get real loose
with money U. Last edited by 68scott ; July 28, , PM. Comment Post Cancel. Makes the look a
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under the battery too - it eats up the radiator support and front of the inner fender well. Rhe
local salvage yard has a bunch of these trucks. Jesse James Aside from rust issues looks like
you found a super nice clean original paint truck! They're by far the most popular classic truck
of probably the past decade, which means they have a H U G E aftermarket support. They're
also one of the best riding classic trucks right from the factory. Modern trucks still use the same
basic front end set up, and while the trailing arms aren't used anymore for payload reasons,
NASCAR copied the design and they're still using the trailing arms today under I believe all 3 of
the main series vehicles. There are kits to put in an LS. A R is almost a bolt in swap behind a
straight 6 or , and depending on what you have in the truck now, sometimes you don't even
need to have the driveshaft shortened. ECE early classic enterprise has the best static lowering
kits. You can also bag it. Big wheels fit easily. The best part about these trucks is how
"common" all the drivetrain and suspension parts are as in, affordable! I've owned my 67 for 18
years. The only real problem I have had with mine is people wanting to buy it. Thanks for all the
information. I have no plans for hot rodding the truck or lowering it. If I get it, I would want to
add power steering and disc brakes. If I can find parts at the yard, I might go that route.
Wondering if era spindles will work on these. Those are a dime a dozen around here. Although,
disc brake kits have dropped to the point, it's no longer cheaper to do the junkyard upgrade.
The are the next best bet. I bought the entire front suspension from a 71 GMC for my 67 years
ago. The reason is that the different year spindles use different tie rod ends and ball joints. If
you use the entire suspension you can buy everything for a '75 C10 for example , instead of 67
inner tie rod ends and 75 outers, etc. Originally posted by Scott Liggett View Post. My 69 has
been a work horse for me. The only real problem for me has been cheap carrier bearings. I
swapped disc brakes from a parts truck. If you go this route lower ball joints will be needed. All
cheap and simple. I like the ride of coil sprung trailing arm truck over leaf springs. Attached
Files. July 29, , PM. The dealer wasn't even sure it's a ' It has the original owner's manual, but it
doesn't give the year. I think some old guy owned this thing. It is really straight. Just missing
some trim on the passenger side. It has NOS taillight lenses on it. The original lenses and one is
melted in the glove box. They say it's a ' So, you're saying how do you know the year by looking
at the tail light lenses? Back when a car's tail lights changed yearly, it was how mechanics
figured out the year of the vehicle. Every car made in America has that two digit year number on
them. Now, go out and look at your tail lights. OK, this is weird. No truck arm suspension under
the back. Freaking leaf springs. Also, a good quality trailer hitch wired for lights. The exhaust
doesn't look too good. You guys argue over those leaf springs. The previous owner didn't
cheap out on tires. Those are Generals on three corners and a Goodyear on the fourth. They are
cracked and tired. The good, it runs and drives just fine for what it is. The clutch is good, the
trans shifts fant
2013 tahoe owners manual
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astic. It has the gauge dash and most of them work. There is an aftermarket temp gauge. Newly
recovered seat. The paint on the inside of the cab is more teal than blue. I could buy this and
drive it without much more a cleaning, tune up, and fresh wiper refills. The bad, the tires are
done in. The windshield got a single crack across the entire center of the windshield. Would
anyone put their spare tire on the roof? Rust in the rockers. A bit in the floor up front. The bed
floor looks pretty good. What do you guys think? One other note. I wasn't able to get it up to 60
mph because the bed full of house siding started literally flying around behind the cab. That
was exciting for the lady in the minivan behind me. I look at these locally here around Knoxville
and also Greensboro Nc all the time! Buy it and drive it for what it is I like it. Nice truck, good
price. Buy it! Inside every old person is a young person wondering, "what the hell happened?
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